There is an affine relationship between the amount of light occlused by the string and the vertical string displacement.
Concept

Lorentz Force String Actuator Optical Displacement Sensor
There is an affine relationship between the amount of light occlused by the string and the vertical string displacement.
Preferred Sensor Position
To the right, we plot the generalized mobility R 0
Event-Based Control Algorithm
for obtaining generalized bowed string behavior
Repeat the following indefinitely: 1. Wait until an event is detected (e.g. Helmholtz corner arrives). 2. Actuate the system with a predetermined pulse.
Event-Based Control Allows Control Of Spectral Envelope
Nonlinear Damper Control
Bowed String Nonlinearity Clarinet Reed Nonlinearity Trumpet Player Lips Nonlinearity
Real Musical Instrument Implementation
To mitigate noncollocation effects for the higher modes we apply the bowing function to a lowpass signal approximately in phase with the velocity-a leaky integration of the displacement: 
